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Abstract  
Components of neuropsychological tests commonly employed by neuroimagers in developing a metric for Theory of 
Mind (ToM) research are currently extremely mixed. Tests commonly include factors which may be separate from the 
core ToM component such as emotion, morality and verbal skills. We explore these confounds, and hypothesize that the 
discrepant conclusions that have arisen in neuroimaging ToM research reflect the degree to which a task is confounded by 
these factors. To test this hypothesis we conduct a coordinate based activation likelihood estimations (ALE) meta-analysis 
of neuroimaging studies. The results demonstrate divergences in neuroimaging results are predicted by divergences in the 
use of verbal or non-verbal tasks. In response to this finding we systematically describe the main dimensions that should be 
excluded and included in an ideal ToM task drawing on the wide literature surveyed. We argue, good tasks should rely on 
minimum verbal content; avoid excessive empathic and moral reactions; include human-like figures executing purposeful 
behaviors; present several standardized phases, with increased levels of difficulty; and incorporate a clear scoring system, 
so that performance can be categorized. In order to try to accomplish these goals, we introduce the new ‘Inverted Comic 
Strips Task’. 
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1 Introduction 
The search for brain correlates of social cognition relies on the definition of its essential features. According to a notable 
review [1], these features fall into two main categories: ‘social reinforcements’ and ‘Theory of Mind’ (ToM).  

Traditionally, it is said that ToM stands for the general ability to understand someone else’s mental content. In some 
contexts ToM can be conceived to represent a type of ‘understanding’, that is, something that the person holds and 
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develops as knowledge in his mind. In other contexts it may be more appropriate to replace the assumption of such clarity 
by that of the capacity to ‘anticipate the development of a behavioral plan’ or the unfolding of a teleological sequence of 
actions. The anticipation of a behavioral plan may occur independent of whether a person holds and is aware of mental 
representations about the someone else’s mental content (for in-depth discussions: [2, 3]). 

Based on the classic conceptualization of Premack [4], ToM studies can be divided into perceptual, motivational and 
informational types. The first type basically relates to mental computations of facial expressions, gaze direction (joint 
attention), and attention to hidden objects. The second relates to behavioral interactions whilst the third comprehends 
mental representations [5].  

Several species show perceptual and motivational ToM capacities [5], while informational ToM is, by definition,  
representational and (probably) exclusive of humans and, in a much lower extent, other primates [6]. Informational ToM 
involves the most computational demanding cognitive processes and supports the comprehension of several cultural 
products (e.g., movies, stories), as well as inter-personal role-playing. According to our survey of the literature, 
informational ToM is the most represented in both cognitive and social neuroscientific literatures [7]. 

This paper is mainly concerned with the methodological pitfalls that we find to hamper the evolution of ToM studies, in 
social neuroscience and related domains (e.g., neuropsychiatry). As pointed out in a meta-analysis of ToM schizophrenic 
studies, “since there is a serious lack of research on the psychometric properties (including construct validity and criterion 
validity) of the many different theory of mind tasks that have been developed it may not be possible to formulate 
completely objective inclusion criteria regarding the type of tasks used in the studies” [8]. 

An overview of the literature on neural correlates of ToM produce mixed results in relation to the existence of a consensus 
on brain circuits involved in ToM. Some key authors claim that a consensus has emerged, but experimental data does not 
necessarily confirm their claims. For example, in a authoritative review [9] provides an overview of the current field of 
Social Psychology. It reports a convergence around the perspective that the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) is the centre 
of the core domains: self-concept, attitudes and evaluation, emotional experience, and understanding the mind of others, 
that is, informational ToM. Aichhorn and collaborators dispute this conclusion  stating that “evidence that the core 
processing for ToM cannot be located in the MPFC came from patients with lesions in relevant areas of the MPFC (…) 
thus, attention shifted to the TPJ (temporal-parietal junction) a key hub for reasoning about action and appreciating 
perspective differences” [10]. This view is substantiated by a case report discussing the outcome of a rare form of stroke, 
which affected the MPFC, (a bilateral anterior cerebral artery infarction, without anterior communicating artery 
aneurysms). The case report concluded that "the regions of the medial frontal lobes damaged in G.T. are not necessary for 
at least the cognitive aspects of ToM" [11]. 

There are quite a lot of examples confirming this divergence among tendencies that seem unquestionable at first sight. We 
hypothesize that this state of things relates both to the fact that (1) a biocomputation as dynamic and complex as ToM 
probably relies on the activation of brain circuits that cannot be reduced to one area and (2) that excessive variation among 
applied neuropsychological tasks – particularly in the sense that some are verbal and some non-verbal – leads to the 
recruitment of brain circuits dedicated to a plethora of mental capacities. These capacities tend to be clustered differently 
by different researchers, driving the establishment of different conceptions in regard to the biological basis of ToM. 

This is a bold perspective which requires investigating, but before we attend to that level it is important to decide between 
two claims: (1) It is worthwhile to include several different types of tasks in the consolidation of any possible consent on 
ToM’s neural substrate; (2) It is agreeable to isolate informational ToM’s essential features and establish the features of 
choice for standardized ToM tasks. The latter seeks specifically to discriminate ToM from other mental and 
neurobiological processes. 
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The bases for the first claim are: (1) The assumption that we are unable to define the exact mental processes by which a 
third person perspective are generated and attributed. This assumption renders the imposition of clear-cut boundaries 
between informational ToM and other mental abilities. Thereby limitations on appropriate tasks would be arbitrary and 
misleading. (2) The perspective that several abilities and capacities (including IQ) are best evaluated by multi-dimensional 
than by one-dimensional constructs.  

The bases for the second claim are: (1) Minimum content and standardization are prerequisite conditions to turn social 
neuroscience into a widespread inter-cultural discipline with a framework in which to further experiment [12]; (2) 
Informational ToM is not like the IQ, but more akin to one of its dimensions; that is, if we seek to reach the development of 
some sort of social IQ, we need to convert social abilities into dimensions and this asks for standardization; 3. The 
definition of straightforward neural correlates of ToM can dramatically improve the evolving field of neuropsychiatric 
diagnoses and help to differentiate disorders’ sub-types, based on unified cognitive-neurobiological evaluation. 

It is hard to define what the best approach is for all times, but we take for granted that at this moment the second claim 
should prevail, since it alleviates important limitations that the efforts to establish the neurobiological basis of 
informational ToM are facing, as suggested above. From that standpoint, the next sections aim to: (1) Test whether the 
main categorical divergence among ToM tasks – verbal/non-verbal – leads to the recruitment of independent neural 
circuits, using a meta-analytical approach; (2) Discuss the dimensions that should be included and avoided in the 
neuropsy-chological tasks designed for neurobiological studies of informational ToM, based on the findings raised in the 
previous section; 3. Discuss well-known tasks in relation to these paradigms; 4. Introduce a new task, which tries to 
overcome current methodological limitations. 

One methodological trend that emerges from the current neuroscientific literature on ToM regards the lack of 
discrimination between verbal and non-verbal tasks. This leads to difficulty in establishing valid conclusions on the neural 
correlates of ToM. For that reason, we conduct a coordinate based activation likelihood estimations (ALE) meta-analysis 
of neuroimaging studies examining the neural correlates of ToM specifically examining the impact of the verbal nature of 
the tasks. We focus on the convergences and divergences in reported coordinates of studies employing verbal and 
non-verbal ToM tasks in normal adults, and include only ToM studies that do not rely on empathy or moral reasoning, 
since these trends could bias the discrimination of the essential neural correlates of the capacity of taking a third person 
perspective/prospecting intentional content.  

2 Material and methods 
This section followed to a large extent, methods applied in a previous ALE meta-analysis (Ferreira et al, 2009). In order to 
collect studies for this section, in 07/20/2010 and 07/21/2010 we systematically searched Medline, ISI Web of Science and 
Scopus, using the keywords: [(“fMRI” or “Voxel” or “neural correlates” or “brain correlates” or “brain imaging”) and 
(“ToM” or “Theory of Mind” or “Social Cognition”)], and retrieved all (and only) full experimental papers, written in 
English, whose abstracts suggested to hold data that meet our purpose. In a second step, we searched the reference lists of 
these papers and the Sleuth database (http://brainmap.org/sleuth/index.html), for missing studies. 

 Eligible ToM studies reported ALE coordinates, based upon whole brain analysis, and included normal adults without 
predefined history of psychiatric or neurological disorders (data from adult controls of papers involving youngsters or 
psychiatric patients were accepted). Applied neuropsychological ToM tasks had to be clearly described as either verbal or 
visual; studies involving mixed verbal/non-verbal neuropsychological paradigms, as well as those which addressed 
matters related to potentially confounding cognitive or affective dimensions (e.g., empathy, moral reasoning) were left 
aside. 
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In order to generate our results, reported peak activation of three-dimensional MNI coordinates (MNI stands for: Montreal 
Neurological Institute; it defines coordenates for brain mapping that are alternative to Talairach atlas) were summed and a 
modeled activation map was generated for each study, after which, all maps were associated to generate ‘Ale scores’, 
further thresholded with a false discovery rate of p < 0.01. Finally, clusters that passed the threshold were overlaid onto an 
anatomical MNI template, using MRIcron software (http://www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricron/), as described 
elsewhere [13]. To normalize spatial coordinates into a single stereotactic space, we transformed MNI into Talairach 
coordinates, following standard instructions, as described by [14] (for details: http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/ 
MniTalairach).  

3 Results 
Among the near 200 papers that we found to be potentially eligible for this meta-analysis, 9 papers met our inclusion 
criteria [15-23]. Ref. 15 and 21 contributed with two experiments each, the rest of the papers contributed with only one. 

The main result of this analysis is that neuroimaging findings using verbal ToM tasks tend to rely on the contribution of 
only 2 clusters, whose peaks are on BA 9 and 39, while non-verbal tasks render 5 significant clusters, whose peaks are on 
BA 37, 21 and 22 (see Figure 1). We do confirm Mitchell’s claim that the temporal lobe is the core area involved in ToM 
(BA 21, 22, 37 and 39 are all in the temporal lobe – although only BA 21 is in the middle temporal lobe, contrary to his 
claim), but we also point to the existence of slight distinctions and partial independence between verbal and non-verbal 
ToM areas. 

Table 1. Reported ROIs among neuroimage experiments (VBM-based) based on Verbal ToM tasks  

References (Verbal) 
Number of Subjects 

[16] 
6 

[17] 
6 

[20] 
10 

[21] 
17 

[23] 
17 

Frontal Lobe      
Medial Frontal Gyrus, *, L   X  X 
Medial Frontal Gyrus, G, L X    X 
Medial Frontal Gyrus, G, R X     
Precentral Gyrus, W, L   X   
Sub-Gyral, W, L   X   
Superior Frontal Gyrus, G, L   X   
Superior Frontal Gyrus, W, R   X   

Limbic Lobe      
Anterior Cingulate, *, L X     
Anterior Cingulate, G, L    X  
Parahippocampal Gyrus, G, L    X  

Occipital Lobe      
Middle Temporal Gyrus, W, L   X   

Parietal Lobe      
Angular Gyrus, W, R   X   
Precuneus, *, L     X 

Temporal Lobe      
Inferior Temporal Gyrus, *, L   X   
Middle Temporal Gyrus, G, R  X X   
Middle Temporal Gyrus, W, L   X   
Middle Temporal Gyrus, W, R  X    
Sub-Gyral, W, R X     
Superior Temporal Gyrus, G, L     X 
Superior Temporal Gyrus, W, L  X X   
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Table 2. Reported ROIs among neuroimage experiments (VBM-based) based on Non-Verbal ToM tasks  
References (Non-Verbal) 
Number of Subjects 

[15] 
8 

[15] 
8 

[18] 
12 

[19] 
28 

[21] 
 17 

[22] 
 13 

Anterior Lobe       
Culmen, G, R   X    

Frontal Lobe       
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, G, R     X  
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, W, L   X  X X 
Inferior Frontal Gyrus, W, R X  X X  X 
Medial Frontal Gyrus, *, R    X  X 
Medial Frontal Gyrus, G, R   X    
Medial Frontal Gyrus, W, L     X  
Medial Frontal Gyrus, W, R X      
Middle Frontal Gyrus, G, L      X 
Middle Frontal Gyrus, W, R      X 
Precentral Gyrus, *, L      X 
Precentral Gyrus, W, L      X 
Sub-Gyral, W, R      X 
Superior Frontal Gyrus, *, R   X    
Superior Frontal Gyrus, G, L   X    
Superior Frontal Gyrus, W, R     X  

Limbic Lobe       
Anterior Cingulate, W, L  X     
Parahippocampal Gyrus, G, R     X  
Parahippocampal Gyrus, W, L     X  
Posterior Cingulate, G, L      X 

Occipital Lobe       
Cuneus, G, L      X 
Cuneus, G, R  X     
Fusiform Gyrus, W, R  X     
Inferior Occipital Gyrus, W, R    X   
Lingual Gyrus, G, L    X   
Lingual Gyrus, W, L      X 
Middle Occipital Gyrus, W, L     X  

Parietal Lobe       
Inferior Parietal Lobule, G, L   X    
Inferior Parietal Lobule, W, R   X   X 
Precuneus, G, R     X X 
Precuneus, W, R   X    

Pons       
*, *, Right Brainstem   X    

Posterior Lobe       
Pyramis, G, Left Cerebellum   X   X 
Tuber, G, Right Cerebellum      X 

Sub-lobar       
Extra-Nuclear, W, L  X X    
Extra-Nuclear, W, R   X    

Temporal Lobe       
Fusiform Gyrus, *, R  X     
Fusiform Gyrus, G, L      X 
Fusiform Gyrus, G, R     X X 
Fusiform Gyrus, W, L   X    
Inf. Temporal Gyrus, W, R  X     
Middle Temporal Gyrus, G, R   X  X X 
Middle Temporal Gyrus, W, L     X X 
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Figure 1. Significant clusters for verbal and non-verbal ToM 

4 Discussion 
The findings above suggest that whenever one relies on ToM verbal tasks, one will find a much clearer picture than if 
placing the focus on findings emerging from non-verbal tasks. Additionally, the fall out of studies when applying rigorous 
inclusion criteria must be noted to be exceptionally high. The high fall out renders the meta-analysis less statistically 
powerful but additionally represents a compelling argument in favor for the standardization of ToM neuropsychological 
tasks. From that standpoint it is important to ask: what mental capacities should be avoided and included in ToM tasks? 

4.1 Disentangling potentially confounding abilities 
Our review of the literature reveals that the mental capacities that introduce the most prominent dilemmas in ToM 
neuroscientific studies are language, empathy, and moral cognition. This is not to say that informational ToM holds back 
subtle relations with other mental capacities and abilities (e.g. meta-cognition [24]), but solely that these tend not to be as 
troublesome, either because they appear less, or because they can be avoided with simple measures, contrary to the 
capacities discussed hereunder.  

4.1.1 Language   
As any type of relation between thought and language, the relation between the latter and ToM is highly labyrinthine and 
cannot be disentangled here. As long as it is assumed that what we call ‘mental content’ can be reduced to ‘propositional 
content’ without loss of generality [25], ToM can be said to be structured as is language (carrying syntactic properties, 
obeying principles associated to natural languages). Conversely, the denial of this standpoint endorses the independence of 
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these processes, pointing to the importance of avoiding taking one for the other (for a recent and thorough discussion of the 
relations between social cognition and language [26]). 

We will not define a specific position in this debate (as it is needless here), but rather emphasize the benefit of avoiding 
methodological issues, at this moment. A remarkable finding is that the autistic ToM impairments are not equally 
distributed throughout the available neuropsychological tasks, but considerably more prominent in verbal than in visual 
assignments [27]. Persons who were born deaf also present ToM impairments [28], although their (limited) ToM ability 
evolves during life following a regular age-related schedule [29]. When controlled for other variables, these individuals 
show a considerably better performance in non-verbal than in verbal tasks [30]. 

Based on these and other similar findings, it is clear that researchers should have a judicious position in relation to the 
acceptable verbal requirements of informational ToM tasks and their instructions. Ideally, studies should all be based on 
non-verbal or nearly non-verbal instruments. This precaution could not only enhance clarity of neuroscientific studies, but 
aid the development of the studies of ToM-language developmental interface [31]. 

4.1.2 Empathy  
In the same sense that ToM defines subtle relations with natural language processing, it defines subtle relations with 
empathy—although, these point in the opposite direction. The English word ‘empathy’ comes from the German 
Einfühlung, which literally means ‘feeling into’ [32]. Empathy stands for a non-declarative trait that has been defined in 
many ways, most of which can be related to two basic capacities: 1) cognitive role taking and imitation [33]. Affective role 
taking (“to empathize means to feel the same emotion as another” [34]); 2) concerns about someone else’s feelings 
(“experiencing an affective response congruent with the other's well being” [34]). According to the general guidelines of the 
former, ToM and empathy stand for indissociable capacities; according to the latter, they represent different mental 
capacities and should be discerned. To the extent that this last perspective holds, self vs. other tasks should not be assumed 
as standard ToM tasks. 

This point is also interesting because it touches the Theory Theory (TT) – Simulation Theory (ST) discussion. For 
instance, studies inspired by ST show that exposure to intentional acts leads to inter-personal synchronous activity of a 
specific group of neurons [35-37], in both non-human primates (found in the premotor [38] and parietal cortex [39]) and humans 
(specially in Broadman areas 44 and 46 [40-42]), supporting imitation, ‘role playing’, and other capacities that can be 
considered within the scope of both ToM and cognitive empathy [43]. 

On the other hand, when we consider that the naïve picture that people form about prospection (their mental representation 
of extrinsic content) and the object of prospection in someone else’s mind, the phenomenological difference of the two is 
unveiled, since empathy presumes adherence to these representations. We cannot have empathy without some level of 
existential adherence to the prospected subject’s condition, but this is perfectly feasible in relation to stricto sensu 
informational ToM. As one may note, this conception also applies to antipathy/averseness. 

Empathy is a holistic (embodied) experience that binds one person to another; it carries a pre-representational process 
(grounding it emotionally) that seems to be precedent to the formation of third-person perspectives, and that can bias the 
prospection of mental content. This relative independence may explain why a selective brain lesion (MPFC) may 
simultaneously lead to "blunting empathy" and "intact third person perspective taking [11].  

In practice this is very simple: neuropsychological tasks should avoid evoking compassion, avoidance, and any type of 
affective adherence to intentional content, or the neurobiological correlates of performance will reflect much more than the 
fundamental properties of informational ToM.   
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4.1.3 Moral reasoning  
Moral cognitions are biocomputations whereby people react to situations constrained by socially-defined rules of 
behavior. These computations occupy a central position in the history of western philosophy and have been recently 
reexamined in neuroscientific experiments exploring moral dilemmas. 

The available dilemmas can be divided into personal and impersonal [44]. The former relate to attitudes that affect specific 
individuals, the latter relate to attitudes that affect groups. Together they represent a very complicated methodological 
bearing upon ToM studies  [45]. They introduce methodological issues that have analogous relations with those considered 
in relation to empathy. 

The limitations of including moral feelings in informational ToM tasks begin with the fact that morality varies between 
people and between cultures, regardless of the existence of an evolutionary basis for general tendencies [46]. Certain 
attitudes that are generally considered to be either amoral or immoral in one society are not in another. In practice this 
raises a note of caution in relation to the several ToM tasks that rely on violations of social norms. 

Second, it is paramount to bear in mind that social values regulate the attribution of intentions. For instance, in a series of 
well-known experiments, it was demonstrated that people tend to attribute intentions to others based on the ‘‘goodness” or 
“badness” of the side effects of their actions, with a bias toward intentional attribution to actions that produce deleterious 
side effects [47-49]. When discussing empathy we note that immediate empathic/avoidance reactions to the represented 
characters should be refrained from being used in informational ToM tasks. We also suggest that ‘judicious reactive 
reactions’ should be as avoided as well. 

It is interesting to note that this matter is not solely related to abstract moral constructs (the rightness/wrongness of third- 
person actions), but rather becomes especially prominent when personal interests are taken into consideration. Personal 
interests tend to arouse even more intense and immediate reactions. In that sense, our third note of caution extends to tasks 
that manipulate expected values, which cast feelings and attributional schemas and thereby bias the circumscription of 
informational ToM. 

For example, in an authoritative review, Behrens and collaborators [1] emphasized that the Ultimatum game (UG) plays a 
prominent role in ToM studies. The UG is a zero-sum, two-player game, wherein participants have to maximize gains 
through the division of a predefined amount of money [50]. There is no lower limit to the offers, but every time that one is 
rejected, both players receive nothing. In that sense, it is suggestive that both players should reason in terms of the 
opponent’s strategy, and thus in terms of their mental content.  

Based on utilitarian perspectives, the best choice for someone who is playing the responder is to accept any amount of 
money, while the best strategy for someone playing the proposer is to offer very low values. However, studies show that 
the average person is not as rational as possible: on average, 80% of the offers below 20% of the total amount are rejected.  
At the same time, proposers tend spontaneously to offer around 40% of the total sum to the other player. Both these 
tendencies neglect the rational maximization of the Expected Utility (EU) [51]. Contrary to human behavior, chimpanzees 
tend to present very low offers, and to accept anything above zero in the adapted version of the game, which characterizes 
them as ‘rational maximizers’ [52]; for a discussion on the meaning of EU and its role in human cognition [53]. 

It is pretty clear that the human tendency to neglect the maximization of EU is not some kind of misguided reasoning 
tendency [54], but rather a socially driven reaction to inequity (for a discussion [55]; for a comparative analysis of fairness in 
men and apes [56]). 

In sum, there are actually two epistemological perspectives associating the mentalization of intentions with the UG. The 
first relates to the effort of mapping another player’s intentions, in order to generate self-centered strategies to cope with 
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those intentions. The second relates to the trade-off between the  tendency to maximize EU and social interactions that lead 
to potential severances in reaction to unfairness (for a discussion [57]). 

At the heart of the difference between the two and the complexity to disentangle them both in phenomenological and 
neurobiological levels is that they elicit distinct reactions to the prospection of someone else’s intention. The association of 
deeply rooted values and personal interests merge with the prospection of mental content in affective components. This 
leads to inevitable bias during inter and intra-cultural judgments. 

 In the context of non-cooperative games, moral cognitions represent post-representational computations par excellence. 
They follow and bias the circumscription of informational ToM computations. For this reason we consider that morality 
and empathy define opposite relations with informational ToM. This is also the reason we consider that an ideal ToM task 
should be carefully designed to avoid moral forces and expected values, as a whole. 

As one may note, the most immediate and noteworthy consequence of this proposal is the indication to leave aside the 
most prominent tasks of the current time, non-cooperative games, at this initial phase of development of the field. 
Secondly, after incorporating all the aforementioned points into a crafted ToM task design, one may strengthen the 
specific line of studies on the neurobiological interplay between ToM and moral cognition, which has already reached very 
interesting conclusions [58]. 

4.2 What should be included in the scope of minimum content tasks of 
informational ToM?  
Now that we have defined what dimension should not be included as part of minimum content ToM tasks, it is time to 
outline what they should include. 

Starting with a task that is non-verbal, non-moral, and that does not evoke strong empathic/antipathic reactions, it is 
sensible to assume the presence of purposeful behaviors, as its first sine qua non condition. An informational ToM task 
must present actions that affect a state of things (change reality), inasmuch that a group of people (controls) can assume the 
existence of a natural association between these actions and the unfolding of a mental plan. 

This axiom is in line with the canonical assumption that ToM relates to the representation of authors, actions, and their 
relations [59]. The task should emphasize and measure the putative role of the relation between concatenated mental 
representations and specific effects on the external reality. The dynamics of the external reality should follow the 
progression of the concatenated mental representations. In a deeper sense, one may say that the unfolding of a behavioral 
sequence should be naturally characterized as a world-to-mind intentional investment [60]), provided that the capacity to 
build this correlation using predefined resources (e.g., something like pieces of a puzzle) can be evaluated and 
performance categorized.  

Another axiomatic perspective, emerges from findings related to selective activity of brain networks to flesh and blood 
agents, in the context of purposeful interactions [61]. The authors applied several classic two-players ToM tasks (including 
the prisoner dilemma and the UG) to each of the participants. Participants were asked to play against several types of 
machines, each of which endowed with an external design relatively closer to a human body (a computer, a functional 
robot, an anthropomorphic robot, and a real human being), and found that the enhancement of the anthropomorphic 
properties of automata was directly related with reported motivation, as much as with blood flow perfusion in brain areas 
traditionally related to social cognition (e.g. medial prefrontal cortex; right temporo-parietal junction). 

In line with this perspective, a recent study concluded that BOLD activation in brain areas commonly related to social 
cognition (e.g., right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), right superior temporal sulcus 
(rSTS), ventral striatum, and amygdala) was more intense when the subjects engaged in live social interactions 
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(cooperative games) with the experimenter (through a live feed video), than when they watched a recording of this very 
process [62]. 

As one may note, this means that the characters of a ToM task should have well-defined anthropological characteristics.  

A third perspective, is represented by the fact that the process of prospecting other people’s mental content is not equally 
arduous along the different real-world situations, due to the presence of variables that ease or hamper it. Both the behavior 
of prospected agents and external scenarios can be manipulated in order to produce task phases of different levels of 
difficulty. This does not represent an essential condition of all tasks, but certainly should be taken as part of the scope of 
minimum content instruments. 

We assume this aspect to be very important, since it represents the easiest pathway to the development of a ToM maturity 
index, as well as to the possibility of investigating the neurobiological correlates of progressive increases in ToM 
demands, under a standardized procedure. It is interesting to note the absence of studies addressing the question: ‘what 
happens in the brain when social demands increase?’. 

A forth, non-obligatory, but very important dimension emerges from a facet of real-world social interactions that is hardly 
represented in either neurobiological or psychological literature. If a prospector were to adhere intensively to mental 
representations of other people’s purposes, he/she will tend to decrease his/her chances of success in a rapidly changing 
social environment. Reevaluation of contextual clues tends to affect the purposefulness of actions, pushing the necessity to 
constantly reconfigure projections of intentional content. In practice, this perspective can be satisfied by the exploitation of 
the principle that ‘what seems to be at first, might not prove to be at last’, as frequently proves to be the case, in the context 
of real world intentional interplays. 

4.3 Available ToM Tasks and the New Inverted Comic Strips Task (ICST)    
In the previous sections we presented the main dimensions that should be avoided and included in the scope of 
informational ToM minimum content neuropsychological tasks. Herein we will review the current tasks in light of these 
dimensions and introduce a new task, which is expected to serve as an example of how to overcome current limitations. To 
sum up, the perspectives that were raised are: 

 Minimum verbal content, in order to avoid biases represented by individual differences in linguistic abilities and 
disorders that affect verbal capacities. 

 Avoidance of empathic/antipathic content, which cannot be easily disentangled from prospection. 

 Avoidance of moral forces and non-cooperative games, for the same reason given above.  

 Purposefulness, as the base for the prospection of intentional mental content. 

 Use of human characters; people tend to be less motivated to think about the mental content of entities that are 
assumed as not having a mind.   

 Phases of increasing complexity, in order to ease the way to individual differences (and classification) and 
patterns of brain activation associated with cognitive demands in standardized procedures (non-obligatory, but 
certainly strategic). 

 Ambiguity disengagement (non-obligatory, but certainly strategic). 

In light of these dimensions, the establishment of what tasks to review was determined as follows: First we considered 
tasks that were reported in the meta-analysis on informational ToM, indexed in PubMed; Second we searched recent 
neuroimage studies as indexed in several databases. 
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An initial literature search was made in PubMed using the keywords “Theory of Mind” and “Meta-analysis”; the full 
papers were retrieved and searched for the tasks that were used (some of these papers are related to neurobiological 
studies, some do not). These tasks were separated in agreement with their general descriptive features. After that procedure 
was concluded, a complementary search was made in PubMed, Google Scholar, and PsycINFO using the keywords “fMRI 
or magnetic stimulation” and “Theory of Mind”, for the period of 2009/07/01 to 2009/08/01. All tasks were analyzed and 
the ones that were not related to informational ToM were not considered; the others were also separated in accordance with 
their general features. 

Our results indicate that in 09/22/2009 the keywords ‘Theory of Mind and Meta-analysis’ retrieve 21 publications in 
Pubmed, among which only 8 are real meta-analysis of ToM studies, while only 6 presented a discussion of neuropsy- 
chological tasks. Among these publications: 

Table 3. Current informational ToM tasks in meta-analytical studies 
All 6 mentioned a verbal version of the false belief task [63-68] 

4 mentioned ‘intention inference’ from a verbal history [64, 65, 68, 69] 

Other tasks, like the Faux Pas task (social impropriety) [64] and the interpretation of face expression [70], where mentioned only once. 

During the month of July (2009), 10 neuroimage studies were published, using the following tasks: 

Table 4. Current informational ToM tasks used in social neuroscience 
False belief tasks [71-74]  

Intention inference from a verbal history [75]; completing stories [76]; Strange story task [72] 

Depicting the intention of characters of a comic strip [77, 78] 

Sentence analysis in regard to mental states [79] 

Faux pas recognition test [72] 

According to our survey, none of these or other available tasks can be used to classify performance on a quantitative basis, 
and despite the fact that several tasks present multiple phases, none present phases based on incremental levels of 
difficulty—in accordance with the fact that none manipulates behaviors and scenarios in order to make the prospection of 
mental content increasingly harder. 

Moreover, the two most applied type of task (false belief and intention inference from verbal histories) are 100% verbal.  
This presents potential difficulties for individuals with verbal difficulties as well as methodological problems in regards to 
identifying brain correlates for ToM. This becomes especially true should one need to compare differentially affected and 
non-affected individuals. The faux pas task has an unavoidable moral component, while ‘interpretation of face expression’ 
is not primarily related with informational ToM, but rather with perceptual ToM [4]. 

As previously argued, this gap must be filled. Therefore we introduce the new ‘Inverted Comic Strips Task’ (‘ICST’), as 
an example of a task capable of offering the most fundamental features that were found to be lacking in previous tasks: 
essential content, phases of increasing complexity, and a scoring system that allows a quantitatively based classification of 
performance. The task is also visually attractive (aiming to increase adherence in a fashion that does not introduce bias), 
with very simple instructions. 

The ICST is a software-based task that comprises a number of comic strips, each of which presenting a purposeful social 
interaction that is expected to be comprehended in the inverted direction (from the end to the beginning of the story), using 
the minimum amount of information/frames as possible. Each strip is presented in a separated screen, so that only the 
conclusion of the story can be viewed in the first screen. This conclusion always consists of two main characters and a 
speech balloon, which defines the story’s ultimate sense, based on the perspective that all the action follows from the 
unfolding of mental plans. 
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Figure 2. The inverted comic strip task 

(a) Trial structure for task and score for that trial if participant is correct (green) or incorrect (red) in selecting response at 
each stage. Participant’s are presented with the single image (b) from the cartoon series and have to determine which of the 
two characters is speaking. If a participant is unsure, they may ‘buy’ (cost = 1 point / follow black arrow) another 
sequential part of the strip (c-e) to gain more information. A participant may choose which character is speaking at any 
point and exit the trial (red arrow), participants are not required to ‘buy’ more information. Participants choose the 
character who is speaking by using a mouse to place the speech bubble over the character and then pressing the button 
marked “I’m done”. Highest scores are attained by correctly attributing the statement to the correct character as early in the 
series as possible. The lowest scores are derived from making errors with plenty of information. Strips are intuitive and 
fun, the humorous ‘cartoon’ component of the strips greatly assists in keeping them morally neutral.  

At the commencement of the task, the balloon is not associated with any of the characters, and the objective of the 
participants is to figure out to who it belongs, using the least number of drawing boxes, each thereof showing pieces of 
information that ease the process of mapping the characters’ intentions. Levels of difficulty are defined by the number of 
drawing boxes that each story carries. The easier ones carry four while the hardest carry eight (each phase brings one extra 
drawing box), and the participants are not allowed to guess prior to buying at least one drawing box. 

This underlying definition of difficulty relies on the fact that in shorter stories, the conclusion is closer to the beginning. In 
accordance with that, all drawing boxes cost the same, as much as all phases are scaled by their relative difficulty, which is 
precisely defined by the number of drawing boxes that the strip contains multiplied by the number of strips of the phase. 
There are three strips with four drawing boxes, two with six, and one with eight. 

This task can be widely applied (non-clinical populations, autism, deaf, schizophrenia) and can be used as a model to 
alternative neuropsychological instruments (e.g., tasks with greater level of difficulty), in order to respond to the challenge 
of defining the core neural circuits associated with ToM, categorize performance (which could help us advance toward the 
development of a social IQ), and explore performance in Western and other cultures, without linguistic, empathic and 
moral biases.  

The ICST also comprises a database to where the collected data can be uploaded (researchers may use it online or offline), 
for further analysis. This database implements basic statistical procedures (www.r-project.org) and aims to serve 
researchers with interest of using the test around the globe, as well as to provide automated means to compare performance 
across different populations.  

The English version can be found at: http://hq.oda.mat.br/en, whereas the Portuguese version can be found at: http://hq. 
oda.mat.br, versions in other languages can be created, in accordance with request. 
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We aim to make this test part of a collaborative effort toward a better understanding of Theory of Mind and its neural 
correlates and, in a second moment, to define a suite of neuropsychological tests with the potential to take part in the 
establishment of a social IQ. We will be happy to assist colleagues with interest in using the ICST.  

4.4 Final remarks 
This paper points to the existence of limitations among different ToM tasks that are currently been applied in social 
neuroscientific studies. This perspective is tied to a persuasive argument in favor of the abandonment of certain procedures 
and the development of a method to classify performance and permit the understanding of the neurobiological correlates of 
increasing social cognitive demands. Finally, one of the many possible solutions to this situation is presented. 

As aforementioned, this is not a proposal for the integration of different behavioral frameworks currently used in ToM 
experiments, but rather a proposal for the introduction of an exclusive and unified framework. The framework 
incorporates essential features, in order to reach some consensus about the neurobiology of ToM, as well as aid the intra 
and inter-cultural expansion of social neuroscience. A long term aim would be to categorize performance and generate a 
social IQ. This would take the form of a suite of neuropsychological instruments akin to this minimum content proposal, 
related to all other social capacities that prove to be irreducible to any other. 
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